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What are your priorities for public
services in our communities?
I have five broad priorities that are based on
principled values and a vision to build a stronger
Lethbridge, together:

1. Investing in affordable childcare to
nurture our children and grow our economy

2. Building vibrant community spaces and
parks where everyone is welcome

3. An energy independent, carbon neutral
Lethbridge through Climate Resiliency

4. Leading with compassion by investing in
affordable and transitional housing

5. Building a transit system that gets
everyone where they need to go

What is your position on private-public partnerships?
While P3s are seen as an efficient way to build infrastructure projects, they have often proven to be
more costly, less timely and are followed by major issues in maintenance. It isn't difficult to find
examples of that here in Lethbridge and throughout Alberta. I believe, wherever possible, using
public sector municipal workers to build infrastructure projects is the best use of our collective
money and time. It makes the most sense to have the folks that will eventually maintain and repair
infrastructure to be the ones building it.

Flexibility and community focused approaches must be centred in envisioning what services are
already delivered and what can be done further. It is important to work closely with non-profits and
other government social service agencies to ensure they have the supports and resources required
to meet the needs the community identifies. To ensure consistent, high quality service delivery in
spaces where community level supports are not able to meet the need, I believe that it is critical to
expand publicly delivered services through the public sector. My priorities on affordable child care,
community and recreational centres, and an independent, carbon neutral Lethbridge share the vision
that these necessary services are most consistent when delivered publicly through the public sector.



What are your priorities for transportation?
I believe that building diverse transportation infrastructure supports a wide range of needs and helps
build a stronger Lethbridge.

I am a strong supporter of designated bike lanes with barriers that protect motorists and cyclists
alike. The Lethbridge transportation master plan has a strong vision for more cycling lanes, and
working to expedite that plan by creating more connected routes that are safe and separated is key
to comprehensive cycling infrastructure in Lethbridge.

The other side of this coin is transit. Our transit system needs to work for everyone. Right now, too
many are being left behind. I believe in a free transit model with expanded services through the
on-demand system - something already done in many cities throughout North America.

By increasing transit accessibility and cycling infrastructure we can reduce both costly road
maintenance and our carbon footprint.

Do you support the change in campaign financing laws?
The ban on corporate and union donations is a good step, as is lowering the donation limit, but there
are still many ways for folks with access to wealth to use those resources improperly. One of the
challenges is that disclosure happens after the election - impeding the ability for voters to know
about improper spending or contributions. Complaints can only be investigated after someone is
elected and that can have the effect of diminishing feelings of electoral efficacy and candidate
honesty. The next step would be to create stronger campaign period reporting and resources within
city governments to monitor campaign finances in the writ period.

What is your plan to address housing and homelessness in our
communities?
My response to the housing crisis in our city is two-fold:

First, Lethbridge needs immediate investment in transitional housing and safe, maintained
affordable housing.

Our city has identified transitional housing as a need, and there are agencies working to fill that need.
The city government needs to support that by prioritizing and investing in immediate transitional
housing and ensuring comprehensive wrap-around services that get people into safe housing in a
sustainable way - supporting them in accessing financial resources, health, harm reduction and
well-being.

We also need to expand affordable housing in our city and work with housing providers to ensure
that housing is safe and meets the standard we all expect. We can innovate, and lead the way in
finding new ways to support affordable, safe and well-maintained rental accommodations by



working with Lethbridge Housing Authority, private homeowners with tenants and encouraging
housing co-operatives.

Lethbridge needs to act on the exclusionary zoning that prevents more multi-family housing options
in existing neighbourhoods. Removing exclusionary zoning opens the way for safe, regulated
secondary suites and lane way housing.

Affordable, safe and maintained housing builds stronger communities. It builds diverse, inclusive
neighbourhoods where all are welcome. It is my top priority, and if elected to city council I will work
diligently to make this priority a keystone to building a stronger Lethbridge, together.

Secondly, centring dignity and compassion by creating a safe daytime space for everyone.

Like many, many communities Lethbridge has seen the devastating impact of addiction and
homelessness on our community members. We all deserve a safe, warm, dry place to go to when the
temperatures drop or the southern Alberta sun raises the heat. The City of Lethbridge can lead with
compassion by working with our city’s incredible agencies and organizations to create a daytime
space that meets the immediate needs of people in our community.

If elected, I will work within our city’s existing infrastructure and with partners to look at how we can
create a day-time space that is welcoming and offers access to medical and dental care, lockers for
belongings, a place to clean up and access to existing services and resources. This must be a
priority for our city, and our city can demonstrate the strength of our community by making it a
reality.

What are your priorities to address the fiscal relationship between the
provincial government and municipalities?
Our current provincial government has demonstrated their relentless attack on public services by
making deep cuts to the funds available to municipalities like they have for all public services. I
recognize that much of that is out of the control of city council, but we can leverage opportunities for
funding by having shovel ready projects and ensuring our budget prioritizes the services and
infrastructure that lifts up those who need it most.

Working to communicate those needs to the provincial government and the provincial public service
is paramount to finding ways to leverage funding. However, when working with an inflexible and
dispassionate government, we must stand our ground in terms of budgeting funding on priorities
here locally.


